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n Compressibility as a means to detect and characterize
globular protein states. Tigran V Chalikian and Kenneth J
Breslauer. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 1012–1014.
The authors report compressibility data on single-domain,
globular proteins which suggest a general relationship between
protein conformational transitions and ∆k°S, the change in the
partial specific adiabatic compressibility which accompanies
the transition. Specifically, they find transitions between
native and compact intermediate states to be accompanied by
small increases in k°S of +(1–4) × 10
–6 cm3 g–1 bar–1 (1 bar = 100
kPa). By contrast, transitions between native and partially
unfolded states are accompanied by small decreases in k°S of
–(3–7) × 10–6 cm3 g–1 bar–1, while native-to-fully unfolded
transitions result in large decreases in k°S of –(18–20) × 10
–6 cm3
g–1 bar–1. Consequently, k°S measurements may provide a
convenient approach for detecting the existence of and for
defining the nature of protein transitions, while also
characterizing the hydration properties of individual protein
states.
February 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n An approach to the structure determination of larger
proteins using triple resonance NMR experiments in
conjunction with random fractional deuteration. Daniel
Nietlispach, Robin T Clowes, R William Broadhurst, Yutaka
Ito, James Keeler, Mark Kelly, Jennifer Ashurst, Hartmut
Oschkinat, Peter J Domaille and Ernest D Laue. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 118, 407–415.
A combination of simulation and experiment is used to
demonstrate that the sensitivity of a family of 3D/4D NMR
experiments used to assign resonances and to obtain structural
restraints in proteins is improved by partial random
deuteration; the improvement increases as the correlation time
of the protein becomes longer. The results suggest that
deuteration at a level of ~50% optimizes the sensitivity. Using
this approach, it should be possible to determine structures of
larger proteins.
17 Jan 1996. Journal of the American Chemical Society.
n Protein–protein interaction: a genetic selection for
compensating mutations at the barnase–barstar
interface. Milan Jucovic and Robert W Hartley. Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. USA 93, 2343–2347.
With the crystallographic solution of the structure of the
barnase–barstar complex and the development of methods for
measuring the free energy of binding, the pair can be used to
study protein–protein recognition in detail. In this report, the
authors describe the isolation of suppressor mutations in
barstar that compensate for the loss in interaction energy
caused by a mutation in barnase. Their suppressor search is
based on in vivo selection for barstar variants that are able to
protect host cells against the RNase activity of those barnase
mutants not properly inhibited by wild-type barstar. When
expression of barnase is turned on, failure to form a complex
between the mutant barnase and barstar has a lethal effect on
host cells unless overcome by substitution of the wild-type
barstar by a functional suppressor derivative. A set of barstar
suppressors has been identified for barnase mutants with
substitutions in two amino acid positions (residues 102 and 59).
The mutations selected as suppressors could not have been
predicted on the basis of the known protein structures. The
single barstar mutation with the highest information content
for inhibition of barnase His102→Lys has the substitution
Tyr30→Trp. The reduction in binding caused by the
Arg59→Glu mutation in barnase can be partly reversed by
changing Glu76 of barstar, which forms a salt bridge with the
Arg59 in the wild-type complex, to arginine, thus completing
an interchange of the two charges.
March 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n pH dependencies of the Tetrahymena ribozyme reveal
an unconventional origin of an apparent pKa. Deborah S
Knitt and Daniel Herschlag. Biochemistry 55, 1560–1570.
The L-21 ScaI ribozyme derived from the Tetrahymena
thermophila pre-rRNA group I intron catalyzes a site-specific
endonucleolytic cleavage of RNA, DNA, and chimeric
RNA/DNA oligonucleotides: CCCUCUA5 + G → CCCUCU +
GA5. The pH–rate dependence was determined for the
reaction of the E⋅G complex with the oligonucleotide substrate
d(CCCUC)r(U)d(A5) [(kcal/Km)
s conditions]. The intrinsic
pH–rate dependence is log–linear with slope 1 below pH 7,
displays an apparent pKa of 7.6, remains nearly level until pH
8.5, and then begins to fall. Two models to explain the apparent
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pKa were ruled out: (1) the pKa represents loss of a proton from
the nucleophilic 3′ OH of G and (2) the pKa arises from a
change in rate-limiting step from a pH-dependent to a pH-
independent step. A third, unconventional, model is consistent
with all of the data. It involves inactivation of the ribozyme by
any of several independent titrations of groups with pKa values
considerably higher than the apparent pKa of 7.6. Independent
experiments investigating the effect of pH on different reaction
steps supported this model and suggested the identity of some
of the required protons. This mechanism of inactivation is
expected to generally affect the behaviour of RNAs at pH
values removed from the pKa of the titrating bases.
6 February 1996. Biochemistry.
n Structure of the transition state for folding of a protein
derived from experiment and simulation. Valerie
Daggett, Aijun Li, Laura S Itzhaki, Daniel E Otzen and Alan
R Fersht. J. Mol. Biol. 257, 430–440.
The structure for the transition state of unfolding of barley
chymotrypsin inhibitor, CI-2, obtained from the ‘protein
engineering’ method and molecular dynamics have been
compared in this paper. Overall there is a surprising good
agreement between the two methods. These results strongly
argue for the validity of both methods and offer an atomic
picture of the transition state of a protein for the first time.
29 March 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Observation via one-dimensional C–13(αa) NMR of local
conformational substates in thermal unfolding
equilibria of a synthetic analog of the GCN4 leucine
zipper. EG Lovett, DA Davignon, ME Holtzer, EH Braswell,
D Zhu and A Holtzer. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93,
1781–1785.
In this work, the authors have found that more than one local
substate is present in the folded form of the GCN4 leucine
zipper protein at room temperature through the selective
C–13(α) labeling of certain amino acids in a synthetic analog of
the GNC4 leucine zipper . Also, dynamics of the
interconversion is possible. This protein is supposed to fold via
a two-state transition. It will be interesting to perform the same
types of experiments in other small proteins folding via two-
state transition mechanism to find out if these results are more
relevant or just a peculiarity of the system analyzed here.
March 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Protein folding triggered by electron transfer. T Pascher,
JP Chesick, JR Winkler and HB Gray. Science 271,
1558–1560.
By rapid photochemical electron injection into the unfolded
ferricytochrome c, it has been possible to monitor a fast folding
process with a time constant of 40 µs. Although this folding-
induced process is quite restricted to redox-active proteins, it
offers an interesting alternative to T-jump experiments in
monitoring fast folding events.
15 March 1996. Science.
n Molecular docking programs successfully predict the
binding of a βb-lactamase inhibitory protein to TEM-1 βb-
lactamase. NCJ Strynadka, M Eisenstein, E Katchalski-
Katzir, BK Shoichet, ID Kuntz, R Abagyan, M Totrov, J
Janin, J Cherfils, F Zimmerman, A Olson, B Duncan, M Rao,
R Jackson, M Sternberg and MNG James. Nat. Struct. Biol.
3, 233–239.
Crystallization of the 1:1 molecular complex between the β-
lactamase TEM-1 and the β-lactamase inhibitory protein BLIP
has provided an opportunity to put a stringent test on current
protein-docking algorithms. Prior to the successful
determination of the structure of the complex, nine laboratory
groups were given the refined atomic coordinates of each of
the native molecules. Other than the fact that BLIP is an
effective inhibitor of a number of β-lactamase enzymes (KI for
TEM-1-100 pM) no other biochemical or structural data were
available to assist the practitioners in their molecular docking.
In addition, it was not known whether the molecules
underwent conformational changes upon association or
whether the inhibition was competitive or non-competitive. All
six of the groups that accepted the challenge correctly
predicted the general mode of association of BLIP and 
TEM-1.
March 1996. Nature Structural Biology.
n Ligand binding: molecular mechanics calculation of the
streptavidin–biotin rupture force. Helmut Grubmüller,
Berthold Heymann and Paul Tavan. Science 271,
997–999.
The force required to rupture the strepavidin–biotin complex
was calculated by computer simulations. The computed force
agrees well with that obtained by recent single molecule
atomic force microscope experiments. These simulations
suggest a detailed multiple-pathway rupture mechanism
involving five major unbinding steps. Binding forces and
specificity are attributed to a hydrogen bond network between
the biotin ligand and residues within the binding pocket of
strepavidin. During rupture, additional water bridges
substantially enhance the stability of the complex and even
dominate the binding interactions. In contrast, steric
constraints do not appear to contribute to the binding forces,
although conformational motions were observed.
16 February 1996. Science.
n Statistical potentials extracted from protein structures:
how accurate are they? Paul D Thomas and Ken A Dill. 
J. Mol. Biol. 257, 457–469.
‘Statistical potentials’ are energies widely used in computer
algorithms to fold, dock or recognize protein structures. They
derive from observed pairing frequencies of the 20 amino
acids in databases of known protein structures, and from
approximations and assumptions about the physical process
that these quantities measure. Using exact lattice models, the
authors construct a rigorous test of those assumptions and
approximations. They find that statistical potentials often
correctly rank-order the relative strengths of interresidue
interactions, but they do not reflect the true underlying
energies because of systematic errors arising from the neglect
of excluded volume in proteins. The authors find that
complex residue–residue distance dependences observed in
statistical potentials, even those among charged groups, can be
largely explained as an indirect consequence of the burial of
non-polar groups. The results suggest that current statistical
potentials have limited value in protein folding algorithms and
wherever they are used to provide energy-like quantities.
29 March 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Optimum superimposition of protein structures:
ambiguities and implications. Feng Zu-Kang and Manfred
J Sippl. Folding & Design 1, 123–132; 1359-0278-001-
00123.
Techniques for comparison and optimum superimposition of
protein structures are indispensable tools, providing the basis
for statistical analysis, modelling, prediction and classification
of protein folds. A variety of advanced techniques are
available, but so far the important issue of uniqueness of
structural superimposition has been largely neglected. The
authors set out to investigate this issue by implementing an
efficient algorithm for structure superimposition enabling
routine searches for alternative alignments. The algorithm is
based on optimum superimposition of structures and dynamic
programming and an automatic classification of all protein
folds in a recent release of the protein data bank is performed.
Surprisingly, for many protein pairs alternative alignments are
obtained. These alignments are indistinguishable in terms of
number of equivalent residues and root mean square error of
superimposition, but the respective sets of equivalent residue
pairs are completely distinct. Superimposition of protein folds
is frequently ambiguous. This has several implications on the
interpretation of structural similarity with respect to
evolutionary relatedness and it restricts the range of
applicability of superimposed structures in statistical analysis.
In particular, studies based on the implicit assumption that
optimum superimposition of structures is unique are bound to
be misleading.
26 February 1996. Folding & Design.
n Designing amino acid sequences to fold with good
hydrophobic cores. Shaojian Sun, Rachel Brem, Hue Sun
Chan and Ken A Dill. Protein Eng. 8, 1205–1213.
The authors present two methods for designing amino acid
sequences of proteins that will fold to have good hydrophobic
cores. Given the coordinates of the desired target protein or
polymer structure, the methods generate sequences of
hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) monomers that are intended to
fold to these structures. One method designs hydrophobic
inside, polar outside; the other minimizes an energy function
in a sequence evolution process. The sequences generated by
these methods agree at the level of 60–80% of the sequence
positions in 20 proteins in the Protein Data Bank. A major
challenge in protein design is to create sequences that can fold
uniquely, i.e. to a single conformation rather than to many.
Whereas an earlier lattice-based sequence evolution method
was shown not to design unique folders, the method described
in this paper does generate unique folders in lattice model
tests. These methods may also be useful in designing other
types of foldable polymer not based on amino acids.
December 1995. Protein Engineering.
n Characterization of the active intermediate of a
GroEL–GroES-mediated protein folding reaction.
Jonathan S Weissman, Hays S Rye, Wayne A Fenton,
Joseph M Beechem and Arthur L Horwich. Cell 84,
481–490.
Recent studies of GroE-mediated protein folding indicate that
substrate proteins are productively released from a cis ternary
complex in which the nonnative substrate is sequestered
within the GroEL channel underneath GroES. Here, the
authors examine whether protein folding can occur in this
space. Stopped-flow fluorescence anisotropy of a pyrene–-
rhodanese–GroEL complex indicates that addition of GroES
and ATP (but not ADP) leads to a rapid change in substrate
flexibility at GroEL. Strikingly, when GroES release is
blocked by the use of either a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog or
a single-ring GroEL mutant, substrates complete folding
while remaining associated with chaperonin. The authors
conclude that the cis ternary complex, in the presence of ATP,
is the active state intermediate in the GroE-mediated folding
reaction: folding is initiated in this state and for some
substrates may be completed prior to the timed release of
GroES triggered by ATP hydrolysis.
9 February 1996. Cell.
n Nucleotide binding-promoted conformational changes
release a nonnative polypeptide from the Escherichia
coli chaperonin GroEL. Zhanglin Lin and Edward
Eisenstein. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 1977–1981.
The Escherichia coli chaperonins GroEL and GroES facilitate
the refolding of polypeptide chains in an ATP hydrolysis-
dependent reaction. The elementary steps in the binding and
release of polypeptide substrates to GroEL are investigated in
surface plasmon resonance studies to measure the rates of
binding and dissociation of a nonnative variant of subtilisin.
The rate constants determined for GroEL association with
and dissociation from this variant yield a micromolar
dissociation constant, in agreement with independent
calorimetric estimates. The rate of GroEL dissociation from
the nonnative chain is increased significantly in the presence
of 5′-adenylylimidodiphosphate (AMP-PNP), ADP, and ATP,
yielding maximal values between 0.04 and 0.22s-1. The
sigmoidal dependence of the dissociation rate on the
concentration of AMP-PNP and ADP indicates that
polypeptide dissociation is limited by a concerted
conformational change that occurs after nucleotide binding.
The dependence of the rate of release on ATP exhibits two
sigmoidal transitions attributable to nucleotide binding to the
distal and proximal toroid of GroEL–polypeptide chain
complex. The addition of GroES results in a marked increase
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in the rate of nonnative polypeptide release from GroEL,
indicating that the co-chaperonin binds more rapidly than the
dissociation of polypeptides. These data demonstrate the
importance of nucleotide binding promoted concerted
conformational changes for the release of chains from GroEL,
which correlate with the sigmoidal hydrolysis of ATP by the
chaperonin. The implications of these findings are discussed
in terms of a working hypothesis for a single cycle of
chaperonin action.
March 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Real time kinetics of the DnaK/DnaJ/GrpE molecular
chaperone machine action. Bogdan Banecki and Maciej
Zylicz. J. Biol. Chem. 271, 6137–6143.
Applying stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy for
measuring conformational changes of the DnaK molecular
chaperone (bacterial Hsp70 homologue) and its binding to
target peptide, the authors found that after ATP hydrolysis,
DnaK is converted to the DnaK∗(ADP) conformation, which
possesses limited affinity for peptide substrates and the GrpE
co-chaperone but efficiently binds the DnaJ chaperone. In the
presence of DnaJ (bacterial Hsp40 homologue), the
DnaK∗(ADP) form is converted back to the DnaK
conformation, and the resulting DnaJ⋅DnaK(ADP) complex
binds to peptide substrates more tightly. Formation of the
DnaJ(substrate–DnaK(ADP)) complex is a rate-limiting
reaction. The presence of GrpE and ATP hydrolysis promotes
the fast release of the peptide substrate from the chaperone
complex and converts DnaK to the DnaK∗(ADP) conformation.
The authors conclude that in the presence of DnaJ and GrpE,
the binding/release cycle of DnaK is stoichiometrically coupled
to the adenosine triphosphate activity of DnaK.
15 March 1996. Journal of Biological Chemistry.
n Catalysis of amide proton exchange by the molecular
chaperones GroEL and SecB. Ralph Zahn, Sarah Perrett,
Gun Sternberg and Alan R Fersht. Science 371, 642–645.
Hydrogen-deuterium exchange of 39 amide protons of Bacillus
amyloliquefaciens ribonuclease (barnase) was analyzed by two-
dimensional NMR in the presence of micromolar
concentrations of the molecular chaperones GroEL and SecB.
Both chaperones bound to native barnase under physiological
conditions and catalyzed exchange of deeply buried amide
protons with solvent. Such exchange required complete
unfolding of barnase, which occurred in the complex with the
chaperones. Subsequent collapse of unfolded barnase to the
exchange-protected folding intermediate was markedly slowed
in the presence of GroEL or SecB. Thus, both chaperones have
the potential to correct misfolding in proteins by annealing.
2 February 1996. Science.
n The 2.4 Å crystal structure of the bacterial chaperonin
GroEL complexed with ATPγgS. David C Boisvert, Jimin
Wang, Zbysek Otwinowski, Arthur L Horwich and Paul B
Sigler. Nat. Struct. Biol. 3, 170–177.
The crystal structure of GroEL with ATPγS bound to each
subunit shows that ATP binds to a novel pocket, whose primary
sequence is highly conserved among chaperonins. Interaction of
Mg2+ and ATP involves phosphate oxygens of the α-, β- and γ-
phosphates, which is unique for known structures of
nucleotide-binding proteins. Although bound ATP induces
modest conformational shifts in the equatorial domain, the
stereochemistry that functionally coordinates GroEL’s affinity
for nucleotides, polypeptide, and GroES remains uncertain.
February 1996. Nature Structural Biology.
n Hsp60-independent protein folding in the matrix of
yeast mitochondria. Sabine Rospert, Renate Looser, Yves
Dubaquié, Andreas Matouschek, Benjamin S Glick and
Gottfried Schatz. EMBO J. 15, 764–774.
Proteins that are imported from the cytosol into mitochondria
cross the mitochondrial membranes in an unfolded
conformation and then fold in the matrix. Some of these
proteins require the chaperonin hsp60 for folding. To test
whether hsp60 is required for the folding of all imported matrix
proteins, the authors monitor the folding of four monomeric
proteins after import in mitochondria from wild-type yeast or
from a mutant strain in which hsp60 had been inactivated. The
four precursors include two authentic matrix proteins
(rhodanese and the mitochondrial cyclophilin Cpr3p) and two
artificial precursors (matrix-targeted variants of dihydrofolate
reductase and barnase). Only rhodanese formed a tight complex
with hsp60 and required hsp60 for folding. The three other
proteins folded efficiently without, and showed no detectable
binding to, hsp60. Thus, the mitochondrial chaperonin system
is not essential for the folding of all matrix proteins. These data
agree well with earlier in vitro studies, which had demonstrated
that only a subset of proteins require chaperones for efficient
folding.
15 February 1996. The EMBO Journal.
n Selection of RNA-binding peptides in vivo. Kazuo
Harada, Shelley S Martin and Alan D Frankel. Nature 380,
175–179.
This paper describes a strategy, based on transcriptual
termination in bacteria, to identify specific RNA-binding
peptides using the arginine-rich RNA-binding motif as a
framework. Peptides were isolated from two combinatorial
libraries that bind tightly and specifically to the key response
element of HIV. It appears that α-helical peptides resembling
Rev were selected from one library whereas new peptides that
probably do not form helices were selected from the other,
suggesting that the arginine-rich motif may be a particularly
versatile framework for recognizing RNA structures.
14 March 1996. Nature.
n A non-canonical base pair within the human
immunodeficiency virus Rev-responsive element is
involved in both Rev and small molecule recognition.
Geoffrey Werstuck, Maria L Zapp and Michael R Green.
Chem. Biol. 3, 129–137.
HIV replication depends on the interaction of an HIV
regulatory protein, Rev, with a viral RNA element (the Rev-
responsive element RRE). Neomycin B binds to the RRE and
selectively blocks Rev–RRE interactions in vivo and in vitro.
The authors used in vitro genetic selection to evolve RRE
variants that bind to Rev in the presence of neomycin B. A
purine–purine base pair within the bulge region of the RRE
core element is critical for neomycin B binding as well as Rev
binding. RRE variants that survive in high concentrations of
neomycin do so either by binding Rev better than wild-type
(this correlates with the sequence A48⋅Α71) or by binding
neomycin poorly (correlating with sequence C48⋅A71).
February 1996. Chemistry & Biology.
n Catalytic role of 2′¢-hydroxyl groups within a group II
intron active site. Dana L Abramovitz, Richard A Friedman
and Anna Marie Pyle. Science 271, 1410–1413.
Domain 5 (D5) is an essential active-site component of group
II intron ribozymes. The role of backbone substituents in D5
function was explored through synthesis of a series of
derivatives containing deoxynucleotides at each position along
the D5 strand. Kinetic screens revealed that eight 2′-hydroxyl
groups were likely to be critical for activity of D5. Depending
on their function, important 2′-hydroxyl groups lie on opposite
faces of the molecule, defining distinct loci for molecular
recognition and catalysis by D5.
8 March 1996. Science.
n Base and sugar requirements for RNA cleavage of
essential nucleoside residues in internal loop B of the
hairpin ribozyme: implications for secondary structure.
Sabine Schmidt, Leonid Beigelman, Alexander Karpeisky,
Nassim Usman, Ulrik S Sørensen and Michael J Gait.
Nucleic Acids Res. 24, 573–581.
The hairpin ribozyme is a small self-cleaving RNA that can be
engineered for RNA cleavage in trans and has potential as a
therapeutic agent. The authors have used a chemical synthesis
approach to study the requirements of hairpin RNA cleavage
for sugar and base moieties in residues of internal loop B, an
essential region in one of the two ribozyme domains. From
their results, together with previous studies, the authors
propose a new model for the potential secondary structure of
internal loop B of the hairpin ribozyme.
15 February 1996. Nucleic Acids Research.
n RNA recognition and translational regulation by a
homeodomain protein. Josh Dubnau and Gary Struhl.
Nature 379, 694–699.
These authors present evidence that bicoid binds RNA (as well
as DNA) and acts as a translational repressor to generate an
opposing gradient of the homeodomain protein caudal. RNA
binding by bicoid seems to involve direct interactions between
the bicoid homeodomain and discrete target sequences within
the 3′ untranslated region of the caudal messenger RNA and to
block the initiation of caudal translation.
22 February 1996. Nature.
n Role of a peptide tagging system in degradation of
proteins synthesized from damaged messenger RNA.
Kenneth C Keiler, Patrick RH Waller and Robert T Sauer.
Science 271, 990–993.
Variants of λ repressor and cytochrome b562 translated from
messenger RNAs without stop codons were modified by
carboxyl terminal addition of an ssrA-encoded peptide tag and
subsequently degraded by carboxyl terminal-specific proteases
present in both the cytoplasm and periplasm of Escherichia coli.
The tag appears to be added to the carboxyl terminus of the
nascent polypeptide chain by cotranslational switching of the
ribosome from the damaged messenger RNA to ssrA RNA.
16 February 1996. Science.
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